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Time with the Tuareg Mystic

Ibrahim Chahamata

Editorial
It would be great to spend time with the featured artist, finding out about the symbolism
behind his paintings: to dig into the desert of time, deep into the Tuareg culture.
When we think of Tuareg art and crafts, we tend to focus on the silver jewelry, the saddle
decorations and the manufacture of swords; but through this artist, we get a glimpse of
another aspect of their creativity.
I give thanks to Lumieres d'Afrique and Touareg of Niger for the information on the artist. If
not for them, his offerings would be lost in the sand.
From Niger, I am happy to present to you, IBRAHIM CHAHAMATA.
Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
Cover painting from Touareg du Niger
https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html
http://rastaites.com/izibongo-issues-26-30/

from Lumieres d'Afriques

Ibrahim
Chahamata

Agadez
Born in 1967, Ibrahim Chahamata is a Tuareg painter from the town of Agadez,
at the gates of the Sahara. As a child, he worked with embroidery and made
shop signs.

Niamey
In 2015, the French-Nigerien Cultural Center in Niamey, Niger, hosted his first
solo exhibition.

Abidjan

This beautiful exhibition, titled “Lumières d’Afriques” ("African Lights"), opened its doors on
Wednesday April 27, 2016, at the Donwahi Foundation for Contemporary Art in Abidjan,
under the auspices of the African Development Bank (AfDB) and the African Artists for
Development (AAD) Fund.
"Sun for everyone", an acrylic on canvas by Rwandan Epaphrodite Binamungu; "ANGUKA
(FALL)", in partially illuminated capital letters to compose the word "anguka", by Tanzanian
Rehema Chachage; "Under the tree of knowledge", a sculpture in welded recycled metal
by Congolese Freddy Tsimba; "Africa Dreams" an installation in the colours of the
countries of Africa by Moroccan Jamila Lamrani; "My lantern", a composition in wood,
metal and acrylic by Togo’s Tété Camille Azankpo; "Happy People", a painting by South
Sudanese Deng Majid Chol; the "Load-shedding Series", a mosaic of photographs by
Chadian Abdoulaye Barry; "Emity Na-Zahir (Climate change)", an oil on coloured canvas
by Nigerien Ibrahim Chahamata, and so many more.
all excerpts from Lumieres d'Afriques

from Touareg du Niger

Started March 13, 2015, the exhibition of the Nigerian artist Chahamata continues until
April 10, 2015 in the exhibition room of the Center Franco-Nigerien (CCFN) Jean Rouch
Niamey. In his various works, the Tuareg painter crosses contemporary art with an older
art, notably that of his ancestral culture.
The sole owner of the secret of his art, this outstanding artist is inspired not only by
traditional art, but also by Islamic art in the composition of his artistic works. Chahamata's
artistic presentations are most often from productions on leather, camel bags and
harnesses, silver jewelry and clothing embroidery. He thus appropriates these productions
from his parents to reproduce them from a coded writing, a singular writing that
differentiates his art from a purely artisanal or decorative art. In one of his press
conferences, the Tuareg painter claims to have inherited these representations from his
parents, who represent his childhood memory.
from article by Laouali Aboubacar
Niger Club-Des-Voyages
March 2015

from Touareg du Niger

Oil paint, typically used for buildings, and textiles are the materials used by this
self-taught artist, skilled at DIY techniques, whose environment restricts his
access to artistic tools and access to the international art scene.
from Lumieres d'Afriques

Goats
The goats who live near the centre of town spend their mornings in the market place. From
all over the country people come to Agadez to buy, sell or trade. Camel caravans led by
nomadic Tuareg arrive from long desert journeys with salt and animals, while farmers bring
millet, peanuts and other produce. Local craftsmen find willing buyers for their wares here.
from Goats of Agadez
Victor Englebert

Salt
In some instances the salt cargoes are transported as far south as Kano in Nigeria by
caravan. Here the camels are given a long rest, are used intermittently for local transport
and then brought northwards again for another season of salt-carrying, bringing goods
from Kano to trade in Agades. Near Kano is an entirely Tuareg village where the Tuareg
have adopted the Hausa way of life, but they still represent the northern Tuareg people by
acting as their agents while they are in the south.
from The Tuareg
Kenneth and Julie Slavin

Mud
The historic centre of Agadez dates back to the 15th and 16th centuries, when the
Sultanate of Aïr established itself there, encouraging the consolidation of Tuareg tribes and
the development of trans-Saharan economic and cultural exchanges. The old town is
characterised by mudbrick architecture and a decorative style that are specific to the Aïr
region. The traditional sultanate. From UNESCO World Heritage Centre

from Touareg du Niger

The works of Ibrahim Chahamata are the results of a personal reinterpretation
of ancestral Tuareg and Islamic art. A multitude of symbols, signs, geometric
and symmetric forms mix to create a code, filled with a spirituality and
mysticism, unique to the artist.
from Lumieres d'Afriques

from Touareg du Niger

The artisanal activity is important for the population of the region of Agadez. It is the main
source of income for nomads who lost their herds during the dramatic droughts of the
1970s and 1980s.
In order to coordinate this traditional activity, to improve the quality of the manufactured
objects and to market them in Europe, the Agadez Handicrafts Service groups about 3000
women and 500 men in 45 cooperatives in the region.
In addition, the SAA works to improve the living conditions of these very poor populations
and provides literacy classes or health instruction.
from Niger Club-Des-Voyages

Ancient
Abstract painting? Medium? Pointillist? It combines these designations and exceeds them,
also inspired by an ancient Islamic Art, in its ornamental component.

Secret
The art of Tuareg painter Chahamata has the strength to know how to combine various
facets of contemporary art with an older art: that of its ancestral culture. Most of his works
are composed of geometric bases that are juxtaposed various signs, writings and
imaginary symbols of which the artist alone knows the secret.

Wonderful
Through painting, I try to find this wonderful memory that lives in my life.

Culture

The patterns, graphic models transmitted over generations, identify a culture
all excerpts from Touareg du Niger
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